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The UK Bonsai Association was established on 
the 21Oct18 and we can proudly announce we 
have passed the amazing figure of 1000 
members, quite an outstanding achievement in 
such a short time. The whole idea of an 
association is not new but the concept of how 
we communicate directly to individual 
members via a monthly bulletin allows 
maximum information to be communicated 
quickly and efficiently. Please be aware  
if you know of anyone who would like to receive 
the bulletin, but chooses not to use a computer, 
please advise us of their address. We already 
post about 30 hard copies every month.  
We thank you for your continued support as we 
continually develop the association in the light 
of ever changing new circumstances which 
confront the bonsai scene and the old ways in 
which we used to operate. 
The Coronavirus pandemic still dominates 
everything we do in the UK, club meetings and 
shows all on hold, with no foreseeable end to 
the problem. We hope for a magical vaccination 
to be found that would downgrade this virus to 
perhaps the status of a common cold, allowing 
us to get back to something normal. However 
perhaps we need to also focus on the bigger 
elephant in the room, climate change. Many 
people are thinking in light of this new 
operating environment how we could 
permanently change things in favour of the 
climate.  For many of us the highlight of past 
years has often been the small annual local 
shows, their main aim to promote awareness of 
bonsai in the local area and hopefully attract 
new members, a long well established formula. 
Other shows organised on a larger scale, 
bringing together bonsai enthusiasts from 
further afield, are often a joy to be at, meeting 
friends and viewing trees that you often don't 
get the chance to see.  
Like it or not perhaps the current 
circumstances of the virus combined with 
climate change have brought us sharply to a 
point were we need to re-evaluate the future 
direction in which we need to proceed.  
Before looking to the future we need to take a 
critical and realistic look at what has gone on 
before, no point in changing or adjusting 
something that is not broken. In the fifteen 
years I have observed the bonsai scene, even 
with the unquestionable enthusiasm and 
dedication of their respective organisers,  the 
larger shows have come and gone, often never 
running for more than a couple of years. On 
close analysis  as to why this happens often the 
same reasons are bandied about, halls 
unavailable and when available exorbitant 

prices being charged, car parks not big enough, 
not enough traders or just not enough foot fall 
through the door to realistically cover show 
costs. Many past shows have turned to financial 
sponsors for help or have unfairly placed the 
financial burden on the supporting traders and 
wonder why those same traders are not 
enthusiastic about follow up shows. Perhaps we 
need to remind ourselves that some organisers 
say we have passed the heyday citing the 80s 
and 90s as the pinnacle of UK bonsai. Even the 
International Convention organised in 1991 ran 
into financial problems, with organisers 
blaming poor UK attendance and also poor 
support from abroad.  The club scene back in 
the old days may have been a lot more vibrant 
but perhaps this was a novelty factor, bonsai 
being very new to these shores. Its a sure fact 
when you look at show trees today compared 
with past years things have only got better not 
worse, trees are of a much higher quality today 
than they ever were back then. When talking 
with fellow enthusiasts at foreign events I often 
get told how practitioners of the bonsai art 
might think nothing of travelling 5 hours by car 
to a club night or a show. Somehow here in the 
UK people think 1 hours drive is too much. 
This then leads to a situation in the UK were 
some large events are only supported by a 
minority of people, with lots of people using the 
excuse of distance as to the reason why they 
don't support such events. This in turn leads 
me to another conclusion. When a tree wins an 
award at an event perhaps it should not be held 
in such high esteem and why? Because it’s only 
the best of the bunch that could be bothered to 
make the journey. Controversial point! Also, 
many shows have a percentage of exhibiters 
pulling their trees near to show dates because 
their tree doesn't look its best. Instead of trying 
to force the tree ready for a show why not take 
a picture of your tree whenever it's looking its 
best and then exhibit it to the public? 
The computer is not a new thing, but this 
current lockdown has made us all think a lot 
differently about how we use it, some working 
from home, some just getting deliveries when 
we would have ordinarily driven down the 
road. So last month the immediate take up of 
the Virtual UK Bonsai Show seems very 
promising, with people making very favourable 
comments and promising to submit trees from 
all far corners of the UK. I am not insinuating 
that we should stop physical shows and  go on 
line, but for the moment we have no idea how 
long these present restrictive conditions are 
going to go on for, some scientists are saying 
years. Even if miraculously an answer is found 
to the current situation tomorrow we should 
perhaps prepare ourselves to move forward 
and embrace both old and new. Small local 
shows might come back more quickly than 
large shows, but as organisers of the Heathrow 
Bonsai Show we cruelly must confirm we are a 
victim of our own success, the popularity of the 
last event on the 20Oct19 completely rules out 
any form of social distancing If you were there 
you would understand. We therefore, even at 
this early point, reluctantly have to cancel this 
year's show and hope things might change for 
next year. We would though ask kindly, please 
support the virtual show and let's see this 
blossom.  Even if and when things gain a 
reasonable sense of normality with regard to 
solving the virus, a large percentage of bonsai 
enthusiasts are of a vulnerable age and possibly 

very susceptible to the smallest dose of 
this dangerous virus. Government 
predictions with regard the future 
economic conditions don't look too good, 
in fact they are predicting the worst 
recession in living memory so the virtual 
show will allow us to showcase UK 
bonsai effectively at very low cost. This 
present situation also casts its spell over 
the International scene; will you travel to 
shows further afield? Will people travel 
to the UK? Flight costs possibly will go 
up to allow for social distancing? Having 
to quarantine on returning to the UK 
might be a problem, who knows? 
For the first year, 2020, because of the 
special circumstances due to the 
Coronavirus we will include photos of 
trees starting from 1Jan19, so if you 
can't take photos in your own garden 
you can use a picture of your tree taken 
at one of last year's shows. 
Hoping for your support, don't hide your 
tree under a stone; send us your pictures 
for the virtual show asap!  
 

Virtual UK Bonsai Show 2020 
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org/uk-virtual-bonsai-show 

 

 
Tree No.: A012 

 Species: japanese mountain maple 
(Acer Palmatum var. Deshojo) 

 Origin: UK 
 Style: multi-trunk (kabudachi) - 3 

trunk 
 Height of Tree: 70 cm/ 28"  95cm 

/38" 
 Potter: Bryan Albright 
 Stand: Dave Stubbs 
 History: The tree has been in my 

care since the mid 1980s. The tree 
has been grown on and developed 
from air layerings taken by Peter 
Adams from an old maple tree in his 
own garden in the early 1980s. It 
was decided from the start to grow 
it in the kabudachi style - a triple 
trunk group sharing a common root 
system. 

 Date: 03May20 
 

 
Tree No.: A013 
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 Species: japanese mountain maple (Acer 
Palmatum var. Deshojo) 

 Origin: UK 
 Style: hokidachi (Broom) 
 Height of Tree: 80 cm / 32"  105cm /42" 
 Potter: supplied by Greenwood Gardens 
 Stand: Dave Stubbs 
 History: The tree has been in my care since 

2000. The tree was imported from Japan 
and has been grown on and the original 
style/form (Broom) developed. The tree's 
branching is periodically hard pruned to 
thin the canopy and to retain a strong 
winter image - probably the better image. 

 Date: 06May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A014 

 Species: Juniper/Juniperus Chinensis 
(Var. Sargentii) 

 Origin: UK Garden Centre 
 Style: Informal upright 
 Height of Tree: 64cm/25"   
 Potter: China Mist 
 Stand: Homemade 
 History: Soon after I started growing 

bonsai (30 plus years ago) I saw this tree 
standing lonely and unlabelled in a garden 
centre. Initial styling was with the aid of a 
fellow Swindon Club member (the late Ron 
Moorcroft). Since then the tree has been 
gradually developed to its current style. 

 Date: 07May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A015 

 Species: Cork Bark Chinese Elm/ (Ulmus 
Parvifolia “Cork Bark”) 

 Origin: UK Cutting 
 Style: Informal upright 
 Height of Tree: 66cm/26"   
 Potter: current owner at a workshop run 

by Walsall Ceramics 
 Stand: Homemade 
 History: At the first ever Bonsai Club 

meeting I attended I was given a rooted 

cutting from a Chinese Elm. I still have 
that tree, but this tree is a cutting I took 
from that first tree. This has been an 
example of allowing the tree to “tell me” 
how it wished to be styled rather than 
forcing a style onto the tree. The tree is 
around 25 years old. 

 Date: 07May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A016 

 Species: Hawthorn (Crataegus, monagoya) 
 Origin: UK 
 Style: Raft 
 Height of Tree:    
 Potter: John Pitt 
 Stand: Ji ita¸ handmade by the owner 
 History: This tree started its like as an air-

layer in 1991. After many years of growth 
it developed into a very nice tree but it was 
never accepted for a show so in 2017 I 
decided to change it. I air-layered the apex 
off to make this raft.5 Months later it was 
exhibited at the Noelanders show. Never 
give up on your trees 

 Date: 02May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A017 

 Species: White Pine (Pinus Parviflora) 
 Origin: Japanese Bonsai Nursery 
 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 65cms 25.5"   
 Potter: Japanese 
 Stand: Sawn Sequoia tree plank 
 History: This Japanese tree was acquired 

from William Brown a member from 
Bonsai Kai in 1997. It was purchased from 
the Bromage and Young Bonsai Nursery in 
the 1980's. 

 It could be 60+ years old. The tree was 
styled to be exhibited at Chelsea Flower 
Show in 1995 and shown in a very shallow 
rustic pot made by William Brown. Once 
repotted into a larger container and wired 
out the health of the tree improved and 
branches have grown out significantly. The 
tree has been shown from both sides to 
include dead wood on this aspect. 

 Date: 26May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A018 

 Species: Scots Pine (Pinus 
Sylvestris) 

 Origin: Collected from the New 
Forest under license 

 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 56cms 22"   
 Potter: Japanese drum pot 
 Stand: Japanese 
 History: Collected on a society trip 

in 2010. Pines growing in this area 
are in peaty and sandy soil so are 
easily collected. Original soil 
material changed to Bonsai compost 
over three years and initially styled 
in 2013. A bamboo pole was used to 
tie in the required direction and 
branch structure. Ramification 
improves each year with bud 
pinching in May and even 
fertilization with Bio Gold. 

 Date: 26May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A019 

 Species: Satsuki Azalea () 
 Origin: Japanese Bonsai Nursery 
 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 64cms 25"   
 Potter: Gordon Duffett 
 Stand: Japanese 
 History: Purchased from a Bonsai 

Nursery in 2010. Field grown in 
Japan. 

 Repotted into Kanuma and 
Ericaceous soil and complementary 
pot designed by Gordon Duffett. 
The flower pattern has not been 
confirmed. 

 Date: 26May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 
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Tree No.: A020 

 Species: Olive (Oleander Europa) 
 Origin: Italy 
 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 61cm / 24"   
 Potter: Japanese origin 
 Stand: no stand 
 History: Bought from Greenwoods Bonsai 

May 2017.  
Repotted July 2017 in Kaizen No 3 potting 
mix 

 Date: 16May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A021 

 Species: Chinese Juniper (Juniperis 
Chinensis) 

 Origin: imported from Japan 
 Style: slanting 
 Height of Tree: 56cm/22"   
 Potter: Master Xu 
 Stand: no stand 
 History: Bought from Greenwoods Bonsai 

Sept 2016.Repotted March 2020 in 
Akadama and Kiryu 50/50 and 
mycorrhizal fungi 

 Date: 16May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A022 

 Species: Mountain Maple (Acer 
Palmatum) 

 Origin: Japan 
 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 66cms /26"   
 Potter: Japanese 
 Stand: no stand 

 History: Bought from Greenwoods Bonsai 
April 2016. It was reported in March 2017 
in Akadama and mycorrhizal fungi 

 Date: 17May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A023 

 Species: Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) 
 Origin: U.K. 
 Style: Twin Trunk 
 Height of Tree: 48cm/19”   
 Potter: Brian Machichan 
 Stand: Gasper Gabrijel 
 History:  
 Date: 31Mar20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A024 

 Species: Common Beech (Fagus Sylvatica) 
 Origin: UK Collected 
 Style: Informal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 63.5cm/25"   
 Potter: Gordan Duffet 
 Stand: None 
 History: Collected 20 years ago, part of a 

9foot raft of which 5 foot was rooted, the 
pot was commioned for the tree.. 

 Date: May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A025 

 Species: Common Beech (Fagus Sylvatica) 
 Origin: UK Collected 
 Style: Multi Trunk 
 Height of Tree: 8.5cm /27"   
 Potter: Gordan Duffet 
 Stand: None 

 History: Collected 20 years ago, 
part of a 9foot raft was divided into 
5 pieces of which I have 3 pieces. 

 Date: May20 
--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Tree No.: A026 

 Species: Korean Hornbeam 
(Carpinus Turczaninowii) 

 Origin: UK Auction 
 Style: Formal Upright 
 Height of Tree: 18.3cm/ 19"   
 Potter: Gordan Duffet 
 Stand: None 
 History: Obtained tree at Auction 

after owner had died, but had 
worked on this tree previously. 

 Date: May20 
 

Bonsai Events 
 
Due to current UK lockdown all shows 
scheduled for Jun20 are cancelled. 
 

Bonsai Event Reports 
 
Due to current UK lockdown no shows in 
May20 to report on. 
 

Club Speaker Nights 
 

Due to current UK lock down all club 
nights in Jun20 cancelled. 
 

Collectables 
We highlighted last month a section on 
pin badges and now realise many people 
collect other bonsai related items as well, 
so therefore have dedicated on the 
website a section called collectables. 
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org/collectables 
 

Pin Badges  
www.ukbonsaiassoc.org/pin-badges 
A big thank you to Jim Gould and 
Richard Lock for getting us started and 
sending us images of their collected 
badges. We have filed the badges in 
alphabetical order, country by country; 
we also need your help, under the section 
unknown, if you recognise any of the 
badges, the country or event please let us 
know.  Thank you. 
 

        
South Devon Bonsai Society         Bonsai  Kai 
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Eastleigh Bonsai Society       Scottish Bonsai Association 

 
Magazines 
Many of us collect old bonsai magazines over 
the years either by subscribing or acquiring 
them by other means, they are interesting to 
read and it’s often the case that articles expand 
ones knowledge on certain specialist subjects. 
For the moment all we have done is list the 
various publications and issues over the years. 
 

Postal Stamps 
We are yet to start this section, but during the 
month of June we will make a start, so if you 
have any images of bonsai related postal stamps 
please let us have them. Thank you 
 

Notice Board 
 
Bob Thompson / Dai-ichi Bonsai 
It is with great sadness that we have to report 
the passing of Bob Thompson on the 5May20 
who for many years ran the bonsai nursery 
Dai-ichi, based at the Hillier Garden Centre to 
the north of Chieveley Services on the M4 at 
junction 13.  Bobs interests in Japan started in 
the early 1980s with a keen interest in Japanese 
landscaping and the keeping of Koi. His 
interests in all things Japanese soon led him 
quickly to the art of bonsai, setting up a 
nursery in the back garden of his bungalow in 
Berkshire and then expanding to new premises 
within the Hillier Garden Centre complex at 
Hermitage near Newbury. He travelled over 
many years to Japan sourcing new materials 
and suppliers, keeping his nursery well stocked 
and also selling at many UK bonsai shows. He, 
along with the help of many friends ran regular 
teaching courses at dai-ichi bonsai nursery and 
over the years many people passed through the 
nursery. He will be especially sorely missed in 
the local area, and will add to the diminishing 
list of bonsai suppliers in the UK. 
 
Bonsai Focus 
We would like to congratulate two UK people 
who have contributed to the latest Bonsai Focus 
magazine. 
Firstly, a three page question and answer 
article between Doug Mudd and the editor. The 
article highlights Doug's ability as a maker of 
top bonsai stands and his preference of using 
wood that's had a previous life. 
Secondly, Harry Harrington who now provides 
a very informative article in each issue. Well 
done the two of you.  
 
Royal British Legion 
As many of you are aware, we usually raise 
money for the Royal British Legion selling 
raffle tickets at events through the year and 
pulling the winning ticket at the last show of the 
year. I think you know exactly what I am going 
to say now, due to the current situation we 
won't be choosing the winning ticket this year, 
but the whole thing will be rolled over to next 
year. 
 

May20 (Virtual Show)  
Chelsea Flower Show 
A little disappointing not to see any UK bonsai 
exhibiters participating in this virtual show, 
I'm not sure of the reasoning or what sort of 
conclusion you can draw from this? 
The virtual show is well worth visiting, if only 
for the virtual tour of Kazuyuki Ishihara's 
garden in Japan, an inspiration to most of us.  
 
1Jun20 
Thanking you for your support, today total 
UKBA membership stands at 1001, expanding 
daily. 
 
 
4&5Jul20 (Cancelled) 
Chichester Bonsai Exhibition 
Manor Nursery, Pagham Road, Runcton, 
Nr Chichester. PO20 1LJ. 
 
13Sep20 
East Anglian Bonsai Show 
If your club wants to display at this show, 
please contact Dave Fryer at Ipswich Bonsai 
Society  email: daveafryer@aol.com. 
 
18Oct20 (Cancelled) 
Heathrow Bonsai Show 
Harlington Sports Centre, Pinkwell Lane, 
Harlington, Middlesex. UB3 1PB. 
 
20&21Feb21 
Trophy Bonsai Show, Genk, Belgium. 
Just a reminder, following this years very 
successful coach trip to the Trophy Show,  
Dean is organising another coach for next years 
show.  Cost of this is £250 includes all transport 
and 2 nights in a hotel, so please contact Dean 
on 07902.040246 or   bonsaitours@gmail.com 
Trophy 2021 Demonstrators 
Koji Hiramatsu, Abdres Alvarez Iglesias 
Bjorn Bjorholm, Piotr Czerniachowski 
 
11Apr21 
Expo Bonsai UK 
Many of you know that this is about the time 
that submissions for ExpoBonsai are opened 
up. I'm holding back a touch this year but that 
is not a negative sign, it is just a question of 
waiting and watching. In the current climate 
none of us can predict the coming months and 
certainly not predict the future of show 
requirements. The affect of the virus could 
change the way that we have to run things and 
so it is prudent to hold back a little longer. If 
you are interested in submitting then the best 
course of action is to keep on pampering your 
future submissions. We can run with a fairly 
short submission period as long as you keep 
your trees in top condition. Keep your photos 
up to date as well! Thank you for 
understanding.  Steve Hale 
 
1May21 
Naked Bonsai Day. 
This years competition is now finished and 
behind us, everybody hopefully now gets the 
idea of what its all about. So between now 
and the 31Mar21 please send in your photos, 
we will display them immediately on the 
website and during the month of Apr21 have 
a members vote as to everybody's favourite 
photos. Its all a bit of fun and with all this 

fine weather there's never a better time 
to have ago than right now. 

Jun20 Bonsai Crossword 
Know your trees CrissCross 

Using the Latin name as clues fill in the 
puzzles with common names used in 
bonsai 

 

 
--- Geoff Conybeare 

 
Answers to May20’s Quiz 

 
***** 

For bulletin queries: 07850.771201 
markmoreland@live.co.uk 
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